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Abstract: A decentralized pseudonym scheme is proposed for providing storage, encryption and authentication of patients’ EHRs in cloud-based eHealth systems. The pseudonyms of a patient are generated from the patient’s secrets and each of them is used as the index of an EHR entry of the patient. An encryption key derived from the pseudonym can be used to encrypt the corresponding EHR entry. The pseudonyms can also be used for the patient proving the ownership of the EHR without disclosing the identity of the patient. Some protocols and remarks for using the pseudonym scheme are also discussed.

1 INTRODUCTION

Storing an EHR (Electronic Healthcare Record) (Garets & Davis, 2006) at a place which can be accessed from anywhere is an attractive feature in eHealth (electronic healthcare) systems. Each patient owns an EHR containing many EHR entries which detail the healthcare information of the patient. EHR entries created by doctors at other hospitals can be easily shared through the network with the current doctor who is diagnosing the patient’s illness. Such sharing will definitely improve the efficiency and quality of the diagnosis with the ability of reviewing the patient’s anamnesis comprehensively and conveniently (Schabetsberger et al., 2006). Furthermore, it enables the patients to view and manage their EHRs through their computers at home or even at mobile devices (Ruland et al., 2008).

The cloud (Mell & Grance, 2011) is an ideal media for storing EHRs providing wide access, because it is able to offer ubiquitous services to customers over the Internet (Rui & Ling, 2010). However, many challenges exist for adopting the cloud as the storage media for EHR data in an eHealth system. Since the EHRs of many patients are stored at a central place, the cloud, there must be an efficient approach to index the EHR entries and map the EHR entries to their owners. i.e., the cloud needs to be able to provide fast access to the EHR entries from queries of different patients. Another challenge is that since the cloud’s resources are assumed to be publicly accessed and the cloud itself may also be malicious (Deng et al., 2011), the storage media for the patients’ EHRs is not physically secure anymore, which makes the EHRs face more potential attacks from external adversaries as well as from corrupt insiders. Thus, the contents of the EHRs in the cloud should be properly protected, usually by encryption, and should only be accessible by the appropriate users, i.e. the patients themselves and some authorized persons. Another challenge is that the patients’ identities should not be disclosed and/or linked to the EHRs by any person not intended to be able to. Even the cloud should not know the identities of the patients. Although the EHR contents are encrypted, it is not secure to expose the patients’ identities, for attackers will possibly acquire general knowledge of the patients’ healthcare activities (e.g., the attackers may discover at least which doctors one patient has visited from the doctors’ signatures on the data of the EHR entries) and even more from analyzing the contents in EHRs stored in the cloud (Stingl & Slamanig, 2008).

However, sometimes the EHR entries need to be updated by the patients, doctors or pharmacists (e.g., an update of a prescription in an EHR entry when the prescription is used in a pharmacy; the patient manages his own EHR entries like setting custom access control; etc.), so the cloud has to be able to
To protect the identities of the patients, pseudonyms (Pfitzmann & Köhntopp, 2001) can be utilized to hide the real identity information. Patients’ real identities appearing in the EHRs are removed or replaced by the pseudonyms. There are some pseudonym schemes in which a centralized party (which needs to be trusted) generates the pseudonyms for the patients (Alhaqbani & Fidge, 2008). In such schemes, it is easy to avoid pseudonym collision, and the centralized party can easily provide the service for other parties (e.g., the cloud) of authenticating the patients. The centralized party has to be online with high availability. Moreover, the existence of such a centralized party will possibly harm the privacy of the patients, as a successful attack on the centralized party or a corrupt insider will cause privacy infringement to the patients. In eHealth systems, as the EHR data are top private information for patients, the existence of a trusted party that has the ability to know patients’ identities or the plaintext of their EHR data and has potential risk to be attacked would not be accepted by many patients.

It is highly desirable that pseudonym generation be decentralized, where no trusted party exists for generating and authenticating pseudonyms. There are some decentralized pseudonym schemes for eHealth systems. In (Li et al., 2011), such a pseudonym scheme is used to index the EHR entries. The pseudonyms can only be reproduced to retrieve the EHR entries from the cloud by fetching two parts of secret information which were separately stored in two trusted parties when the pseudonyms were generated at the first time. However, this solution would require the patients to store much information in the smart cards, and the existence of trusted parties places disclosure risk on the patients’ privacy. In (Lysyanskaya et al., 2000), a general pseudonym scheme is proposed for generating pseudonyms for one user (possessing a secret) and using the credentials issued by one organization at other organizations without revealing the user’s identity. Each user’s pseudonym is generated based on the user’s secret with the organization’s participation. They minimize the dependency on a trust party, and the security relies on the user-only known secrets. However, the scheme might encounter problems when a central cloud is utilized in eHealth systems.

In a cloud-based eHealth system, Not only should a pseudonym scheme be carefully designed to protect the identities of the patients from being disclosed, but also some protocols are needed to apply the pseudonym scheme correctly to protect the

authentificate the patient and verify the ownership of the EHR entry in order to avoid illegal changes by attackers. It would be better that the authentication process not leak any information about the patients’ identities to the cloud or possible attackers.

In this paper we discuss how a decentralized pseudonym scheme can act in the cloud-based eHealth systems for the purpose of EHR storing and protecting, while providing the ability for the cloud to authenticate the ownership of EHRs without knowing the identities of the patients, besides protecting the identities of patients.

The remainder of this paper will be organized as follows: we list and discuss some previous related work in section 2; Section 3 gives a simple model of cloud-based eHealth systems and shows generally how pseudonyms are used to protect patient privacy while performing EHR storing, retrieving, managing, and ownership authenticating. A concrete pseudonym design will then be presented in section 4. Several detailed evaluations and points of discussion will be addressed in section 5. The last section 6 presents some conclusions and an outlook on future work.

2 RELATED WORK

Many efforts have been made recently to migrate EHRs which are scattered in clinics and hospitals into “the cloud”; an important issue of this task is security and privacy concerns, because the disclosure of healthcare information of patients may cause severe problems, especially to the patients (Alemán et al. 2013). There exist some healthcare clouds such as Microsoft HealthVault (Microsoft, 2007), where registered patients claim and manage their personal EHRs themselves, including sharing their EHRs with selected doctors or other desired persons (These EHRs are often referred as PHRs (Tang et al., 2006)). The privacy protection of such kind of services depends on the security mechanism implemented by the cloud (Löhr et al., 2010). A prerequisite to guarantee the privacy in such services is that these healthcare cloud providers should be completely trustworthy to protect the EHRs properly. Other research proposes solutions that remove the high dependency on trusting the cloud, cf. e.g. (Alhaqbani & Fidge, 2008; Li et al., 2010; Li et al., 2011). The EHRs in these systems are encrypted by keys unknown to the cloud. These solutions may protect the patients’ privacy better, but they make the systems considerably more complex.
privacy of the patients while keeping the healthcare processes running smoothly. One motivation of this paper is to design such a pseudonym scheme which can pseudonymize patients’ identities with provable security, and also provide corresponding encryption key management and authentication algorithm without disclosing patient’s identities. Another intention of the paper is to apply the pseudonym scheme to a typical cloud-based eHealth system, by discussing the possible risks of privacy and identity disclosure and corresponding solutions.

3 USE OF PSEUDONYMS IN CLOUD-BASED EHEALTH SYSTEMS

3.1 Our Model of a Cloud-based eHealth System

We model a basic cloud-based eHealth system as shown in Figure 1. The cloud plays the role of associating almost all the participating eHealth entities such as patients, doctors, pharmacists, and health insurance companies (will be abbreviated as insurance companies in the following). We note that the pseudonym scheme proposed in this paper does not depend on the existence of insurance companies. It would be easier to adapt the pseudonym scheme in eHealth systems without an insurance company as the insurance companies could also be possibly curious to know the health information of their clients (i.e. patients). The special issues of protecting patients’ privacy against insurance companies are discussed in section 5.

Each patient has a set of secrets consisting of MSK and PIN, which are only known by the patient himself, where MSK is the main secret key of the patient, usually stored in the protected memory of a smart card, for which a PIN is employed to authenticate the patient to avoid abuse. The MSK of the patient will be used to generate pseudonyms, encrypt the EHR, prove the patient’s ownership of the EHR to the cloud and in some other functions. Hence, it should be properly protected in the smart card and safely backed up by the patient in case of loss of the smart card. The special issues of smart card loss are discussed in section 5.

The patient’s real identity is only known by the insurance company while the patient has to register there in the beginning. In theory, the real identity of the patient is not necessarily known by the insurance company. However, in many countries, the insurance premium is paid partly by the employer and partly by the patient; or the patient has to contact an insurance company in person to sign the insurance contract with the insurance company. So, the identity of the patient is difficult to be a secret to the insurance company in practice.

Each patient will get a certificate from the insurance company with a corresponding private key which is only known by the patient (We will abbreviate the patient’s corresponding private key from insurance company as SKI). The patient’s identity should not be included in the certificates. Typically, a certificate number, which can only be mapped to the patient’s real identity by the insurance company, a token of the insurance company, the public key of the patient, and the period of validity will be necessary in the patient’s certificate.

The healthcare providers (e.g. doctors and pharmacists) also need to get certificates from a trusted authority with self-known private keys. The trusted authority could be the health department of the government which confirms the healthcare providers’ qualifications by issuing them the digital certificates in which information like healthcare categories and healthcare providers’ identities can be enclosed. The certificates and the corresponding private keys could also be stored in the protected memory of smart cards issued to the healthcare providers with authenticating PINs. The healthcare providers’ private keys can be used to sign the record sections of the patient’s EHR data and prescriptions. The private keys of the patients (SKIs) and the healthcare providers would be used for signing bills, which can be received through the

Figure 1: A simple model of cloud based eHealth systems
cloud and will be paid by the insurance company. The billing procedure is not depicted in the figure for simplicity.

### 3.2 Use of PID (Pseudonyms) to Conceal Patients’ Identities

A typical pseudonym generation occurs at a doctor’s practice when a patient visits the doctor, taking along his smart card. The doctor checks the validity of the patient by checking certificate and challenging the patient’s SKI, with the insurance company's root certificate which could also be issued by a trusted authority. The doctor does not necessarily know the identity of the patient. But in practice, as the doctor is assumed to be trusted, it is usually the case that the identity (at least parts of identity information such as name, gender, age, and telephone number) of the patient is known to the doctor. After the doctor’s diagnosing and treating, the doctor writes down a record (including the diagnosis, examinations, treatment and other information), with a prescription stating the medicines that the patient needs to take and buy at a pharmacy. Meanwhile, a new pseudonym (PID) and an encryption key (EK) are generated by the patient’s smart card from the MSK. Both the record and the prescription will be encrypted by the patient’s private key. Then, all the data from the doctor is uploaded to the cloud along with an index header, the new PID, forming an EHR entry for the patient. Thus, an EHR entry needs to be at least compatible with the following sections where “||” means concatenation,

\[
\text{EHR entry} = \text{PID} || \text{Enc}_\text{EK}(\text{record}) || \text{sig}_\text{EK}(\text{record}) || \text{Enc}_\text{EK}(\text{prescription}) || \text{sig}_\text{EK}(\text{prescription})
\]

#### 3.3 Use of PID to Index EHR Entries

The cloud stores the EHR entries of each patient by indexing the PID section of the EHR entries. The cloud can check the validity of the doctors by verifying their certificates and challenging their private keys with the trusted authority’s help to avoid illegal uploading of EHR entries. Actually, no one else can generate a meaningful EHR entry for a patient, as nobody can generate valid encryption keys or PIDs of the patient without knowing the MSK and each pair of valid PID and encryption key is only used for one EHR entry. Forged EHR entries can easily be recognized and removed by the patient through checking the correctness of decryption and the PID. The cloud does not keep any registration information of the patient, so the cloud does not know the identity of the patient other than the PIDs. As most of the essential contents in the EHR entries are encrypted with the encryption keys which are unknown to the cloud, it is unable to disclose the identities of patients or any meaningful information in the EHR data, even if the cloud is curious to know. For the same reason, attackers who can access all EHRs in the cloud can neither get any useful information from the EHRs nor the identities of the patients.

#### 3.4 Use of PID to Retrieve EHR Data

The PIDs are reproduced by the patients when EHR entries are needed to be retrieved. For example, when a doctor wants to view the anamnesis of a patient or a patient wants to view his own EHR, the patient regenerates the PIDs one by one and sends them to the cloud in order to request the corresponding EHR entries. It is efficient to retrieve all the patient’s EHR entries but sometimes it is not the desired action. Some query conditions (e.g. date, illness type) could also be requested by the inquirers to fetch some particular subset of the EHR entries rather than all the EHR entries of the patient. Or sometimes, the inquirers just need partial sections (e.g., the general information of the illnesses of the patient rather than all the details) of the EHR entries, as the size of the whole EHR entries is too big to download from the cloud in a short time. In that case, the cloud should have the ability to search information in the encrypted EHR data, and the EHR entries should have some structure information to be understood by the cloud. Searching in the encrypted EHR data with key words or conditions is another research topic in eHealth systems (Benaloh et al., 2009). In our system setting, as the cloud does not know which pseudonyms belong to one patient and has no knowledge about the encryption keys of the EHR entries, the patients or the doctors may have to be involved in the construction of a search index cooperating with the cloud to enable complex searching in the encrypted EHR data.

#### 3.5 Use of PID to Authenticate the Ownership of EHR

Pseudonyms are used by the cloud to authenticate the patients’ ownerships on their EHRs. Sometimes, a patient needs to make some changes on some of his own EHR entries (e.g. to update an EHR entry to indicate that the prescription in the EHR entry is used at a drugstore). The cloud has to verify that the patient is the owner of those EHR entries beforehand.
to avoid malicious updating. In our system model, to avoid the risk of disclosure of the patients’ identities, the patients’ EHRs do not contain patients’ certificates or signatures except for the PIDs. A well-designed pseudonym scheme can provide a way for the cloud to authenticate the patients’ EHR ownership without knowing or leaking the information of the patients’ identities. A typical scenario for an EHR entry that needs to be updated is when a patient goes to a pharmacy to buy medicines by using the prescription which is enclosed in an EHR entry. The patient retrieves the EHR entry from the cloud by providing the cloud a PID (the PID of the EHR entry with an unused prescription can be temporarily stored in the smart card for fast query) and shows the decrypted prescription with the doctor’s signature to the pharmacist. The pharmacist can check the prescription’s signature of the doctor. If the signature is valid, the pharmacist generates an additional signature on the prescription indicating that the prescription has been used and asks the patient to update the original prescription’s signature section of the EHR entry by including the pharmacist’s signature. The cloud needs to check beforehand whether the patient is the owner of the EHR entry or not. Only if he is, the cloud updates the old prescription’s signature section by adding the pharmacist’s signature. After the pharmacist confirms that the patient has updated the prescription signature, the medicines are sold to the patient. In this procedure, we assume that the cloud has some knowledge of the EHR structure, and only allows the patient adding new signatures to the prescription’s signature section. To avoid reuse of the prescription, the pharmacist can check whether there is already another pharmacist’s signature in the prescription’s signature section of the EHR entry or not before accepting the prescription. But sometimes, the prescription can be used several times, e.g. in case of chronic diseases. We can equip the prescription with a property indicating how many times it can be reused which is determined by the doctor who issued the prescription. The pharmacist can read this property and check how many times the prescription has so far been used (i.e. how many other pharmacists’ signatures exist) to determine whether the prescription is valid or not to be used once again. Due to the updating of the prescription signature, the updated EHR entry with a pharmacist’s signature looks like this,

updated EHR entry = PID || Enc_{\text{EK}}(record) || sig_{\text{E}}(record) || Enc_{\text{EK}}(prescription) || sig_{\text{E}}(prescription) || sig_{\text{D}}(prescription).

4 THE DESIGN OF A NEW PSEUDONYM SCHEME

4.1 Secrets Setup

A patient’s main secret key MSK and PIN are initially set and only known by the patient when the patient receives a blank smart-card from a system provider that may also deploy the healthcare application software in the cloud. The initialization of MSK and PIN needs the help of some software coupling with the smart card. The MSK is stored in the protected memory of the patient’s smart card in which the password PIN usually can be set by the patient to avoid abuse of the smart card.

The patient chooses a k-bits (k is usually no less than 160) prime integer q, and another prime number p (the size of p is usually not less than 512 bits) which satisfy \( q | (p-1) \). By \( Z_{p^*} \) we denote a multiplicative group modulo p. The patient finds \( g \in Z_{p^*} \), to be of order q modulo p. Then g is the generator of the subgroup \( G_q \). By randomly choosing \( x \in G_q \), a patient’s MSK is formed: [x, g, p, q].

According to difficulty of the discrete logarithm problem (McCurley, 1990), given g, h \( \in G_q \), such that h was selected from \( G_q \) uniformly at random, it is hard to compute an integer x such that

\[ g^x = h \mod p. \]

The complexity to find such x is no less than \( O(\sqrt{q}) \) (Lim & Lee, 1997). For ease of notation, we will sometimes drop the “mod p” part of the arithmetic expressions in \( G_q \). We build up our secure pseudonym scheme based on the discrete logarithm problem in the subgroup \( G_q \).

4.2 Algorithm for Generating PIDs

Assume that previously a patient has already generated and used i PIDs (i.e., \( \text{PID}_i \), \( \text{PID}_{i+1} \), …, \( \text{PID}_d \)). We express \( \text{PID}_0 \) as \( (a_0, b_0) \) which is \((0, 0)\) by default (refer to section 5 for more considerations of choosing \( \text{PID}_0 \) to avoid pseudonym collisions). Following is the algorithm to generate the \( i+1 \)th pseudonym \( \text{PID}_{i+1} \) where “||” means bit concatenation.

**INPUT:** \( \text{PID}_0 = (a_0, b_0) \), i, MSK, PIN (to be authenticated by the smart card)

**OUTPUT:** \( \text{PID}_{i+1}, EK_{i+1} \)

\( EK_{i+1} = KHash(i+1||a_0||b_0, x) \), where \( KHash \) is a keyed hash function by key x
where the ownership of one EHR entry with pseudonym.

Following is the protocol for the cloud (abbreviated as C) verifying a patient’s (abbreviated as P) ownership of one EHR entry with pseudonym PID, where “→” means sending a message.

**INPUT:** an EHR entry with PID in the cloud; $p$, $q$ of the patient’s MSK are known by the cloud

**OUTPUT:** Yes or No.

P → C: Patient sends $(a, b)$ such that $PID = Hash(a||b)$

C: checks whether $PID = Hash(a||b)$. If not, C returns No; otherwise continues.

P → C: Patient randomly chooses $s$, calculates and sends $(A=a, B=ap mod p)$

C → P: Cloud randomly chooses and sends $c$

P → C: Patient computes and sends $y=s+x c$ mod $q$

C: checks $a^y = Bb^x$ mod $p$. If yes, C returns Yes; otherwise returns No.

The security of the above algorithm and protocol relies on the difficulty of the discrete logarithm problem in $G_q$ and the one-way property of the hash function. Only the patient possessing the secret $x$ can respond to the cloud’s challenge correctly. Anybody else who wants to impersonate the patient is required to compute the discrete logarithm in $G_q$ which is conjectured to need the complexity of $O(\sqrt{q})$ (Lim & Lee, 1997).

## 5 DISCUSSION

### 5.1 Advantages of Using Pseudonyms Compared to Traditional Methods

Using decentralized pseudonyms to index EHR entries has some advantage against intuitive methods, such as using a serial number to index EHR entries, using patients’ certificates (public keys) to encrypt EHRs and using patients’ signatures to authenticate the ownership. The serial numbers usually need to be generated by the cloud or another central server to avoid collisions, and provided to the patients for new EHR entries. The patients need to store the serial numbers somewhere e.g., in the smart cards. This will require considerable memory with an increasing number of EHR entries. Furthermore, it is difficult to recover the previously used serial numbers if the storage for keeping the serial numbers is corrupted, unless the serial numbers are backed up at some other places each time when a new EHR entry is generated. There is no such problem with pseudonyms as pseudonyms can be regenerated immediately from the secret keys when needed without the necessity of storing them and the secret keys only need to be backed up somewhere once. The traditional way of using signatures, which are generated by the patients to sign the EHR data, may leak information of the patients’ identities. It is very easy for an attacker to discover that the EHR entries with the same signature certificate (certificates usually are publicly available) belong to one patient, although the attacker does not know the real identity of the patient directly. Since usually the EHR data may imply some information such as doctors’ signatures, date or time, it would be feasible for the attacker who can approach the patients (e.g. he may notice on which days they visit certain doctors) to narrow down the range of possible patients for the EHR entries by data mining technologies or even map the pseudonyms to the patients’ real identities. With the pseudonym scheme
presented in this paper, all pseudonyms are expected to be independent without knowing the secret key MSK. I.e., the attacker cannot collect all EHR entries of one patient easily and thus cannot attain any information of the identity of the patient. Furthermore, the pseudonym scheme presented in this paper also generates a corresponding encryption key for each EHR entry. The encryption keys are different from each other and each of them is only used for one EHR entry together with one corresponding pseudonym, so this decreases the amount of information disclosure when one encryption key is disclosed. The pseudonyms also provide ability for the cloud to verify the ownership of EHR entries without disclosing the identities of the patients to the cloud.

5.2 Risks and Countermeasures in Protecting Patients’ Privacy by Pseudonyms

5.2.1 Cloud’s Knowledge of Complete PID Sets of Patients

A patient’s frequent access to his EHR may let the cloud know all the patient’s PIDs. Since all the patient’s pseudonyms are independent without knowing the patient’s secrets, common attackers could not know which EHR entries belong to one patient. However, the cloud may know more about the pseudonyms of one patient than the common attackers outside. The patient or the doctor treating the patient may have to access all the patient’s EHR entries in one query. They have to send all the pseudonyms of the patient to the cloud for retrieving all the corresponding EHR entries. If the cloud wants to, it can record the pseudonym set from a single querying source (e.g., network IP). The pseudonyms in one set can be seen to belong to one patient. Although this knowledge does not harm the privacy of the patient EHR data directly, as the real identity of the patient is unknown and the essential sections of the EHR are encrypted, if this pseudonym set knowledge is disclosed to a close attacker who is familiar with the patient and knows his identity and even some information of the patient’s healthcare activities, the attacker may discover some general information about the patient’s illness. For example, if the attacker knows that one patient has visited doctor A and doctor B, then the attacker can determine all the patients who have visited both A and B from the doctor’s signature section of the EHR entries. This will narrow the range of candidates or even find out the exact pseudonym set that the patient has. Then the attacker may know some general information about the patient’s illness type from the doctor’s signatures in which the doctors’ categories are often easily discovered. Usually a doctor’s signature includes the doctor’s certificate where the healthcare category often resides. However, the certificate could be closed in the record section of the EHR entry to be encrypted. If so, it can block the close attacker to know the doctors’ categories, i.e., the illness type of the patient. Although the cloud could record the certificates of the doctors who are authenticated by the cloud to upload new EHR entries, even if the doctors’ certificates are enclosed into the encrypted record section, the cloud might not be able to know the close attacker’s information of the patient, so the pseudonym set knowledge is not much meaningful to the cloud. Although in general, it is difficult to prevent the cloud from gaining the pseudonym set knowledge, some tricks can be used to let the cloud not know the exact pseudonym set. E.g., the patient or doctor can send some fake pseudonyms (fake pseudonyms mean the pseudonyms existing in the cloud but belonging to other patients. As we assume the pseudonyms in the cloud are public available resources, anyone can view these pseudonyms freely.) to the cloud with the actual pseudonyms; the patient or doctor can use anonymous proxies and other network technologies to avoid to be traced.

5.2.2 Protecting Identities against ISPs and Eavesdroppers

Another threat of an attacker being able to map the pseudonyms to the patients’ identities occurs when a patient accesses his EHR on the computer at home or on a mobile device. In many countries, the patients’ real identities are known by the ISP who provides Internet service. If the ISP wants to, it can easily record the pseudonyms that the patient sends to the cloud. Some attackers who can eavesdrop on the patient’s home network can also do the same thing. An easy way to prevent the ISP or the eavesdropper from knowing the mapping of the pseudonyms to patient’s identity is to use secure channel for transmitting unencrypted data between the patient or the doctor and the cloud.

5.2.3 Protecting Patients’ Privacy against the Insurance Companies

Although in many practical eHealth systems, the insurance companies may know much information about the patients’ illness besides the patients’ identities, it is not a desirable feature for patients in
an advanced eHealth system. Here we discuss from a technical perspective how to prevent the insurance companies knowing so much in the eHealth systems where our pseudonym scheme is used. The patients’ certificates issued by the insurance companies are used by doctors or pharmacists for validating patient identities and billing procedures. Since they are not used for encrypting or signing EHR data, an insurance company that knows patients’ identities can not know the content of EHR entries of the patients without knowing the pseudonyms and encryption keys of the patients. However, the insurance companies may get general information of the patients’ illnesses from billings in the following situation. A billing from a doctor will be attached with both a doctor’s signature and a patient’s signature by the patient’s certificate and corresponding private key (SKI). Thus the insurance company will get some general information from the billing of the patient, as the certificate in the signature of the doctor usually contains some publicly known information such as the doctor’s healthcare category, and the detail of the billing also usually contains some information of the patient’s illness. It is inevitable to let the insurance company know this information unless the certificates of the doctors are redesigned to contain less information and the billing detail also contains less information. It depends on how much information the insurance company should necessarily know about the patients’ illnesses in the concrete systems to avoid cheating from malicious doctors or pharmacies while protecting the patients’ privacy.

5.2.4 Avoiding Guessing Attacks against Secret Keys

The patients’ main secret key MSK may encounter a brute guessing attack if it is not well designed. A patient’s x in his MSK usually is a large integer with a length of more than 160 bits as introduced in the section 4. An attacker only has a probability of $1/2^{160}$ to guess the right x in MSK through one random attempt. But in the situation of the model in this paper, the attacker may have better luck than random guess. The attacker tries a random $x$ and computes the first pseudonym. Then the pseudonym is sent to cloud to ask whether a corresponding EHR entry with this pseudonym exists or not. If so, the attacker has successfully guessed an $x$ of one patient in the system. If there are $N$ patients in the system, the probability of success is $N/2^{160}$ which is much higher than the theoretical value $1/2^{160}$ if $N$ is large. A successful guess of one patient’s secret may cause serious consequences as the attacker can view all the patient’s EHR data and even impersonate the patient. However, it is not practical for the attacker to succeed in the attack as $N$ is not that big. There are some ways to rule the attack out when $N$ is considerably large. One way is to let the patient to choose $g$, $p$, and $q$ besides $x$ in the MSK. This will increase computation efforts a little when a patient initializes his smart card, but it can add a big burden to the attacker. The attacker has to guess $g$, $p$, and $q$ which are also big numbers besides $x$. It will make the success probability of the attacker’s guess drop to a negligible value. Another way is to use PIDo. In the algorithm of the pseudonym generation, PIDo is a parameter and is by default set to $(0,0)$. To prevent attackers from guessing the patients’ secret keys, each patient can have a different PIDo which are not known to the attacker. Then the attacker needs to guess PIDo besides $x$. It will also make the success probability of the attacker’s guess drop to a negligible value.

5.2.5 Dealing with Pseudonym Collision

In the above pseudonym scheme, the secret parameters (MSKs) for generating pseudonyms for patients are chosen by the patients themselves independently. It is possible that two patients choose a same parameter, although the probability is very low. This would certainly cause problems if it happened, as the pseudonyms generated by the two patients will be equal. A solution is to utilize PIDo to avoid the occurrence. The system provider of the smart card can control that all patients will have different PIDo.s, or the PIDo can be set by each patient to be one of the patient’s unique identifiers (e.g., identity no., passport no., SSN, etc.). According to the algorithm of pseudonym generation, it is expected that different pseudonym sequences will be produced. Although this solution can prevent obvious collision of two pseudonym sequences of two patients, there is still very small probability that two arbitrary pseudonyms (from one patient or two patients) might collide since the generating scheme is not an injection. A solution is to count on the encryption or HMAC (Keyed Hashing for Message Authentication Code) on EHR data. That is, the collision of two pseudonyms is allowed by the cloud. But the EHR data must have been encrypted with a detection of an error or have a HMAC by different secret keys. The two EHR entries with same pseudonym are highly expected to have different encryption keys or different MACs by using the pseudonym scheme designed in this
paper, so the patients can recognize which one is the desired one upon receiving more than one answer from the cloud when they retrieve the EHR entries by providing a pseudonym to the cloud. The collided EHR entries which cannot be correctly decrypted or cannot get a correct HMAC will be dropped as undesired EHR entries by the patients. As for the possible repeated occurrence of pseudonyms, the cloud should not use the pseudonym section alone as the main index key for the database table. Another problem caused by the possible collided pseudonyms is that, as the cloud cannot tell which patient is the exact owner of two EHR entries with one collided pseudonym from two different patients, a patient could update the other patient’s EHR entry which does not belong to him/her. One solution is a patient only creates updates in new EHR entries with reference to the updated entries. However, in many cases, the cloud could do some further check to confirm whether the patient is making a valid updating on the EHR entry with a collided PID or not. For example, in the case where a patient wants to update the prescription’s signature section, the update should include a valid signature on the prescription from a pharmacist, so the cloud can check the pharmacist’s signature to prevent arbitrary updating by the patient. While in other cases, where the updates are made by the patient, (e.g., to set custom access control) the updates should be encrypted or have some integrity check mechanism. The malicious updates can be abandoned by the real owner of the EHR entry, even if the cloud did not carry out the further check or wrongly accepted some malicious updates.

5.2.6 Trust Mode of the Cloud

The cloud in this paper is not necessary to be trusted, but it is expected to be honest. This is usually the case in practice. The physical storages of public clouds are distributed and the data stored in them may be vulnerable for abuse by the cloud itself or easily be obtained by a skilled attacker. In this paper, we do not store in the cloud more information (such as patient’s registration information) than protected data or publicly available data (e.g., root certificates of trusted authority for validating doctors). But we require that the cloud acts honestly, i.e., the healthcare application software running deployed by the “system provider” on the cloud is honest. For example, as the cloud does not intend to tamper the EHR data, it will also follow the protocol designed for authenticating the ownership of the EHR entries before allowing an update on them. We also require the cloud to understand some structure information of the EHR entries and to process just the desired sections (e.g., the section of a pharmacist’s signature on the prescription) of the EHR entries in an honest manner. If the protocols are properly designed, the cloud cannot benefit from dishonesty except disturbing the normal procedure of the activities in eHealth system.

5.3 Necessity of Encryption

The pseudonyms protect patients’ privacy by hiding the real identities. The EHR entries indexed by pseudonyms seem to be anonymous, so ideally, the contents of the EHR entries could be plaintext without encryption. This will bring many advantages comparing to being encrypted. E.g., the reduced computation for encryption and decryption will get faster speed and less cost; the search ability on EHR data also can benefit from the unencrypted data where the full text indexing technologies are very developed. However, according to the laws of many countries, the EHRs stored at publicly accessible storages are compulsive to be encrypted. In practical eHealth systems, some identifiers (e.g., name, age, etc.) of the patients may be inevitably contained in some medical records such as B ultrasound images. And a malicious cloud can gather the knowledge of pseudonym set of a patient. If this knowledge is disclosed to a close attacker as discussed in section 5.2.1, all the unencrypted medical records of the patient will be exposed to the attacker. It would be better if the EHR data are encrypted. So, the encryption or at least partial encryption on critical contents on EHR data is highly recommended when such potential threats or such mandatory regulations exist in a practical eHealth system.

5.4 Versatility of the Pseudonym Scheme

5.4.1 Using PIDs to Express Related EHR Entries

Pseudonyms can be repeated or chained for expressing a relationship among EHR entries. Each pseudonym of one patient is designed to index one EHR entry independently in the pseudonym scheme in this paper, but sometimes, the relationship among some EHR entries should be expressed. One example is that there are many EHR entries for one disease of the patient (e.g. chronic diseases), as the patient might have been treated many times at different doctors, and many EHR entries have been
generated. If all these EHR entries are unrelated, it may cause trouble when the patient or the doctors want to view all the records for this disease. Another scenario is when the patient is referred from one doctor to another one. Even if they are not for the same disease, the EHR entries generated by the second doctor should refer to the EHR entry generated by the first doctor. One method to express the relationship among EHR entries is to use a same pseudonym for their indexes. As the same encryption key is also used for all the EHR entries with the same pseudonym, it is easy for the patient to decrypt all the related EHR entries which the cloud returns upon one pseudonym in one query. Another way to represent the relationship is to use inner pointers. That is, if a latter EHR entry needs to relate to a former EHR entry, the latter one can be enclosed a pointer to point to the former one (in this case, the format of the EHR entry should be modified a little accordingly). Actually the pointer is exactly the pseudonym of the former EHR entry. The pointers make the related EHR entries form a chain according to the inner pointers. So it can easily reflect the relationship among them and the related EHR entries can easily be retrieved by traversing along the chain.

5.4.2 Supporting Remote Diagnosis and Therapy

Since the patient is the only possessor of his secret key MSK which is used to generate pseudonyms and encryption keys, it brings some difficulties for remote diagnosis and therapy where an EHR entry is uploaded to the cloud without the presence of the patient. If the patient has visited the doctor before and this remote diagnosis and therapy are about the same disease as before, the remote doctor can reuse the pseudonym and encryption key which were used last time to indicate the same disease. In this case, the patient does not need to show up, but the remote doctor must store the pseudonym and encryption key which were used last time. However, if the disease is not the same, or the patient has never visited the doctor before, the EHR entry can be postponed to upload to the cloud afterwards when the patient appears next time if it is not so urgent. Otherwise, a secure transmission of the new pseudonym and encryption key from the patient to the remote doctor is needed. For example, the patient can encrypt the pseudonym and encryption key by the doctor’s public key in the doctor’s certificate and send the cipher text to the remote doctor who can decrypt it with the corresponding private key.

5.4.3 Supporting EHR Entries Made by the Patients

A patient can also generate EHR entries besides the doctors. In some application scenarios, the patients are also enabled to upload health data obtained from portable devices or home side healthcare monitors (for blood pressure, heart beats etc.). If the cloud allows it, the patients are able to upload EHR entries by generating pseudonyms and encryption keys for these self-made health data just as when they are in a doctor’s practice except for the absence of the doctor’s signature and prescription. The generated EHR entries can have HMAC for checking the integrity of the data. These EHR entries can also be viewed by doctors as normal EHR entries.

5.4.4 Supporting Secondary Usage of EHRs

In some eHealth systems, the EHR data of patients are required to be used for research purpose or other secondary usages, where the critical identifiers (such as name, identity no.) of the patients’ identities should be removed. In our model, the EHR data stored in the cloud cannot be directly used by any third party without the consent and decryption by the patients as only the patients themselves know their complete pseudonym sets and encryption keys. Some additional protocols are needed to support the secondary usage of the EHR data. For example, a patient or an authorized doctor can mark some EHR entries to be usable for research purpose by adding a certain section in each of these EHR entries with ENC\_sec\_\(\text{rand}\)|uid|EK||info where PKS is the public key of the secondary user, \(\text{rand}\) is a random number, uid is a unique number of a patient, EK is the encryption key of the secondary usable data in the EHR entry, and info denotes other necessary information (e.g. age, gender, and so on). These certain sections can only be recognized by the secondary user who knows the private key corresponding to the PKS.

5.5 Computation Capability of the Smart Card

The pseudonym scheme in this paper might bring too much computation to the smart cards of the patients if all the computations need to be done in the smart cards. As shown in the section 4, one single pseudonym generation or reproduction needs three hash computations and two modular exponentiation computations, where hash computation is usually fast but the modular
exponentiation computation is more time consuming. Noticing that the last two hash computations and the first modular exponentiation computation do not involve the secret $x$, they can be done by outside connected devices (e.g., the doctor’s or the patient’s computer). In a typical implementation of the modular exponentiation computation (Schneier 1996), about two thirds of the modular multiplication computations in the second modular multiplication computation will not involve the secret power $x$, so these modular multiplication computations can also be moved to outside devices. Thus, the computations needed to be done by the smart cards are only one hash computation and part of one modular multiplication computation. It greatly decreases the computation burden of the smart cards with a bit increase of the serializable IO manipulations.

5.6 Recovery upon Smart Card Loss

The patients’ secrets MSKs and PINs should have a secure backup in the custody of the patients in case the smart cards are lost, since these secrets are only known by the patients, nobody else can recover these secrets instead. Once a patient lost his smart card, he needs to get a new one from the system provider, and restore the backup secrets into the new card. Then he needs to re-register at the insurance company and get a new certificate with a new corresponding private key. The EHR data stored on the cloud can be reused by the new card afterwards. The order number last of $PID_{out}$ can be recovered by the patient sending the reproduced pseudonyms from the first one to the last one upon which the cloud can return correct EHR data. However, the feasibility of having all patients keeping binary secrets depends on the practical condition. Some feasible solutions are available. E.g., patients can use some public service (e.g. network storage service) to store their secrets. The general doctors of the patients could also help keeping the secrets. The secrets stored at public storage or general doctors’ computers could be protected by patients-only known passwords. Although the security of the passwords is limited, it can release the complete trustworthiness on the general doctors or public storage service providers a little.

In some particular case, if the PIN and the smart card are taken by some attacker other than the patient self, but the MSK stored in the smart card is not known to the attacker (this is the common case in practice), the attacker could access the patient’s existing EHR entries. The patient who knows the MSK can cooperate with the cloud to change the EK and even MSK to disable the old EHR entries. If the MSK is also compromised by the attacker (this is very rare in practice), the attacker could certainly do what the patient can. The only possible way is that the patient cooperates with the cloud to change the MSK and EK to disable the old EHR entries in time (before the attacker could do that).

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we presented how to use patients’ pseudonyms for indexing, encrypting, and verifying the ownership of the EHRs with patients’ privacy properly protected in cloud-based eHealth systems. A new decentralized pseudonym scheme was proposed accordingly. The security of the scheme is provable as it is based on the discrete logarithm problem and the one way property of hash functions. Although the security of the scheme can be proved, it faces much vulnerability in healthcare activities in cloud-based eHealth systems, which are complex systems involving many entities and complicated application scenarios. In comparison with the existing pseudonym schemes, our proposed scheme is dedicated for cloud-based eHealth systems. We minimize the data that the patients need to store on the smart cards to generate a new PID or to reproduce previous PIDs. We also lower the dependency on the trustworthiness of the cloud, and move the trust base to patients themselves and some technical assumptions (e.g., the smart card with protected memory and authentication PIN). Some corresponding protocols are carefully designed to apply the pseudonym scheme into cloud-based eHealth systems. We discussed several common application scenarios, and pointed out some possible problems (e.g., PID collision, smart card loss, etc.), and attacks (e.g., malicious cloud, ISP, insurance companies, eavesdroppers, etc.), with corresponding countermeasures. We also provide an optional scheme for decreasing the computation burden in the smart cards. These would make the proposed pseudonym scheme more feasible to be implemented in practical eHealth systems.

As future work, the computational cost of the pseudonym scheme needs to be evaluated in prototype eHealth systems equipped with simulated cloud, smart cards and users. What is more, we will continue to investigate the proposed pseudonym scheme as to feasibility and compatibility with other technologies in practical eHealth systems.
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